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• The generation of large-scale magnetic 

fields 

• Axion magnetogenesis during inflation 

• The dilaton-axion PMF 

• Investigating the back-reaction 

• Inflationary magnetogenesis with 
back-reaction 



The origin of large-scale magnetic 
fields

• The observed cluster and galactic magnetic fields of about a few µG
may be resulted from the amplification of a seed field of B⇥ ⇥ 10�23 G
via the so-called galactic dynamo e�ect.

• Through most of its history, the universe has been a good conductor
which preserves the magnetic flux:

r � �B

��
= constant ⌅ �B ⇤ 10�34��.

• The seed fields may be generated inside or outside the Hubble horizon.
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Principle of constructing structures 
 by cosmic inflation







Axial coupling magnetogenesis 
• In a spatially flat universe, we consider an evolving pseudo-scalar
field � characterized by the action
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where L�� is the �-photon coupling given by
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• The comoving magnetic field can be expressed in terms of the co-
moving coordinates (x, ⌘) as✓
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Magnetic mode equation 

• The magnetic field can be recast as B = r ⇥ AT , in which the
transverse field AT (⌘,x) can be further decomposed into Fourier
modes such that
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where b±k are destruction operators, and ✏±k are circular polariza-
tion unit vectors. Then, it is straightforward to deriving the mode
equations from Eqs. (4) and (5) as
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where the dimensionless comoving wavenumber q = k/H.

• The comoving magnetic field can be expressed in terms of the co-
moving coordinates (x, ⌘) as✓
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•• The coupled system of evolution equations to be solved in order to get
the amplified field is

B�� ��2B� �em

2⌅M
�⇥B = 0,

⇧�� + 2H⇧� + m2a2⇧ = 0,

where B = a2B. From the first equation, there is a maximally amplified
physical frequency
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The modes which are substantially amplified are the ones for which
⌃max ⌅ H, i.e. they are sub-horizon modes which could not lead to
the large-scale magnetic fields we are interested in.
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Hence the growing mode can be identified with V+q ⌥ exp(⌃⇥) with
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Magnetogenesis during inflation 



Magnetogenesis during inflation

The energy density of electromagnetic field

The energy density of electric field

The energy density of magnetic field

2. PMF(primordial magnetic field)

a. Axial coupling magnetogenesis



• Evolution of inflation without backreaction

2. PMF(primordial magnetic field)

a. Axial coupling magnetogenesis



Inflationary PMF by axial coupling

•• The coupled system of evolution equations to be solved in order to get
the amplified field is

B�� ��2B� �em

2⌅M
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⌃�� + 2H⌃� + m2a2⌃ = 0,
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The modes which are substantially amplified are the ones for which
⌥max ⌅ H, i.e. they are sub-horizon modes which could not lead to
the large-scale magnetic fields we are interested in.
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Slow-roll is not enough!

This is for the magnetic mode of horizon size q = 1. For magnetic modes
of comoving size about 100 Mpc, q ' 400, we find that c ' 800 is required.

A slow-roll is not enough 

The r vs c diagram suggests that the megnetogenesis induced by the
spinodal instability in the slow roll regime is not e�cient enough.
The dashed line marks the line of r = 10�34.



Invoking a fast-roll stage



c = 34.5

A fast-rolling inflationary PMF

Cheng & Lee (2014)

2. PMF(primordial magnetic field)

a. Axial coupling magnetogenesis



The energy constraintThe energy constraint 

The evolution of the energy density ratio ⇢B/⇢� within the inflationary
epoch. The peak mode crossing out the horizon at qpeak ' 425 corresponds
to a comoving distance of about 10 Mpc. Apparently, ⇢B � ⇢� for the
most time during the inflation.

Cheng & Lee (2014)



Dilton-axion magnetogenesis

The action of the system in a flat universe

Kin-Wang Ng, Shu-Lin Cheng, Wolung Lee(2015):
Inflationary Dilaton-Axion Magnetogenesis

2. PMF(primordial magnetic field)

b. Dilaton-axion magnetogenesis

The evolution of the inflation and the thermal background



Dilton-axion magnetogenesis

The action of the system in a flat universe

Kin-Wang Ng, Shu-Lin Cheng, Wolung Lee(2015):
Inflationary Dilaton-Axion Magnetogenesis

Mode function of EM fields

2. PMF(primordial magnetic field)

b. Dilaton-axion magnetogenesis
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decomposition (7) into Eq. (6), we obtain the equation of motion for the mode functions,
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Then, the energy density of the produced EM fields is governed by the vacuum expectation
value,
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where A
0
± terms characterize the electric and the magnetic energy density of the PMF as
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III. DIFFICULTIES IN INFLATIONARY MAGNETOGENESIS

As we mentioned in Sec. I, there have been many attempts to generate large-scale
PMF in inflation by invoking a breaking of the conformal invariance of the EM field. The
main hurdle that one has to overcome can be easily understood by a simple scaling argument
as follows. Since the observed cluster and galactic magnetic fields of about a few µG [21]
could have been resulted from the amplification of a seed field of Bseed ⇠ 10�23 G on a
comoving scale larger than Mpc via the so-called galactic dynamo e↵ect, we need to produce
a PMF with magnetic energy density at the end of inflation of order ⇢B ' 10�34

⇢� [8].
Not only does the produced magnetic field strength have to be big enough, but also the
wavelength of the magnetic fields is of large scale. As such, the EM k-modes are thought to
be amplified and leave the horizon at about 60 e-foldings before inflation ends. Because of
the a4 dilution factor in ⇢B (see Eq. (11)), the PMF energy density is about e240 times larger
at the time of production than that at the end of inflation. If the reheating process is rapid
and e�cient, the energy density of the thermal background ⇢� will amount to that stored
in the inflaton field ⇢� during inflation, i.e., ⇢� ' ⇢� right after inflation. Therefore, at the
time PMF are produced, ⇢B ' 10�34

e
240

⇢�, which exceeds the inflaton energy by 1070 times.
This huge discrepancy already poses a serious challenge for inflationary magnetogenesis.

Let us go back to the action (4). When I(⌧) = 1 and J(⌧) = 0, it resumes Maxwellian
electromagnetism, in which EM mode functions A± in Eq. (9) have simply plane-wave
solutions, as dictated by the conformal invariance of the action. This invariance prohibits
the growth of EM fields in inflation. In the following, we will briefly review the e�ciency
of each mechanism to break the conformal invariance of the EM field for the generation of
PMF in inflation.
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• Dilaton EM: I = I(⌧) and J(⌧) = 0

I strong coupling I(⌧) < 1 ) a strong enough PMF?

I weak coupling I(⌧) > 1 ) no sizable PMF can be produced

• Axion EM: I = 1 and J(⌧) = ↵�/f with the axion � as the inflaton

I the spinodal instability seems to be not e↵ective
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A brief summary on d-a PMF
• It is manageable to produce a strong enough PMF at the end of

inflation in a generalized scenario of axion dynamics with a time
dependent coupling J(a)FF̃/4 provided that the J(a) function de-
lays the growth of the magnetic field to a later stage of
inflation.

• The e↵ect of back reactions due to the rapid production of high
k-modes seems inevitable. It would be interesting to take into
account such a back action in the mode equations to study how
the production of high k-modes can be self-regulated by
the back reaction.
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equations can be used. Although this approximation is valid
in the beginning of inflation, it becomes unreliable near
the end of inflation and even inapplicable in the era of
reheating, when the physical effects of main concern are
taking place. Recently, the authors in Ref. [19] have studied
using lattice simulations the onset of the reheating epoch at
the end of inflation. They found that for a wide range of
parameters preheating is efficient and that in certain cases
the inflaton transfers all its energy to the vector fields
within a few inflaton oscillations. In this paper, we perform
a numerical analysis of the system from the onset of
inflation toward the end of reheating, solving self-
consistently the coupled equations of motion of the fields
including field perturbation and backreaction. In particular,
we pay attention to the transition from the end of inflation
to the preheating. We will review the inflation model in
Sec. II and set up the numerical scheme in Sec. III.
Section IV is our numerical results that are compared to
those in Ref. [19]. We make our conclusions in Sec. V.
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where a!'" is the cosmic scale factor and ' is the conformal
time related to the cosmic time by dt # a!'"d'. The
Hubble parameter H " _a=a has a conformal time analog
H" a0=a, where the dot and the prime denote derivatives
with respect to t and ', respectively.
From the action (2), we can write down the Friedmann
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where for the Maxwell equations we have chosen the
temporal gauge, i.e. A! # !0; ~A", and we have introduced
the physical “electric” and “magnetic” fields,
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The above equations form a complete set of coupled
differential equations. In the present consideration, we
study the production of gauge quanta by the rolling inflaton
via the interaction during a slow-roll inflation, taking into
account self-consistently the backreaction of the gauge
quanta production on inflation. Furthermore, we consider
the generation of curvature perturbation in this scenario.
Here, we do not assume that A! necessarily corresponds

to the Standard Model electromagnetic gauge potential or
photon. There is not any experimental bound on the
coupling (1) for a photon coupled to a very massive
pseudoscalar. If A! is some other U!1" gauge field, it
would be presumably coupled to Standard Model particles
in such a way that after inflation the produced gauge quanta
would be at thermal contact with the Standard Model
particles during the reheating epoch.

A. Gauge quanta production and backreaction

To calculate the production of gauge quanta, we separate
the inflaton into a mean field and its fluctuations:
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~!" are normalized circular polarization vectors satisfying
~k · ~!!"~k# $ 0, ~k ! ~!!"~k# $ !ik~!!"~k#, ~!!"!~k# $ ~!!"~k#

%,
and ~!""~k#

% · ~!"0"~k# $ #""0 . Inserting the decomposition
(11) into Eq. (10), we obtain the equation of motion for
the mode functions,
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It is well known that either one of the two modes exhibits a
spinoidal instability as long as the modes satisfy the
condition k="aH# < 2j%j. When the inflaton rolls down
the potential, these unstable modes grow exponentially by
consuming the inflaton kinetic energy. As such, the energy
density of the produced gauge quanta is given by the
vacuum expectation value,
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On the other hand, the production of gauge quanta gives
rise to a backreaction on the background. The background
evolution is therefore governed by the mean field parts of
Eqs. (4) and (5) with the backreaction effects included, i.e.
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B. Inflaton fluctuations and curvature perturbation

To study the generation of inflaton fluctuations during
inflation, one can integrate out the gauge fields in the real-
time formalism to obtain an effective equation of motion
for the inflaton fluctuations, including backreaction and
dissipation effects. Similar work about integrating out
scalar fields has been done in Refs. [4,6]. However, in
Refs. [9,15], it was proposed that one can estimate these
effects in the regime of strong backreaction by incorpo-
rating a dissipation term in the equation of motion:
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Furthermore, it was shown that the solution of this equation
can be well approximated by [9,12]
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which leads to a contribution to the power spectrum of the
curvature perturbation given by
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When the backreaction becomes large, the second term in
Eq. (19) dominates, and we can have approximately
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III. NUMERICAL SCHEME

The pseudoscalar inflation has a periodic potential
[17,18],
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which arises from nonperturbative effects and breaks the
continuous shift symmetry down to a discrete subgroup
* ! *& 2(f. The interaction (1) is expected to be present
since it is compatible with all the symmetries, including a
shift symmetry in *. It was found that in many of the
variant axion models [18] the inflaton dynamics with the
periodic potential shows little difference from the quadratic
potential at least for the present consideration and in fact for
a broad class of inflationary models in supergravity [12].
We thus employ the chaotic inflation scenario [20] to

unravel the particle production and its backreaction by full
numerical calculations. In such a universe, the standard
slow-roll inflationary background is driven by the potential

V"*# $ m2

2
*2; "24#

where the parameter m $ 1.8 ! 1013 GeV characterizes
the mass of the inflaton field. Here, we rescale all
dynamical variables in terms of the reduced Planck mass,
Mp $ 2.435 ! 1018 GeV. Hence, m $ 7.39 ! 10!6. We
set f $ 1 and '0 $ !14.15 and _'0 $ 6 ! 10!6, respec-
tively, for the initial position and the initial velocity of
the inflaton *. The e-folding since the beginning of
inflation is defined by N"t# $

R
t
0 H"t0#dt0, where it is

chosen that a0 $ 1.
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of inflation. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the parameter
!. The fast oscillatory behavior of ! at the late stage of
inflation puts a caution that one cannot use the analytic
solution for the growing mode A!, which has assumed an
adiabatic condition that treats ! as a constant parameter (see
Ref. [12] and previous work therein), for the whole course
of inflation, especially near the end of inflation.
The results of the power spectra of the curvature

perturbation in Eq. (21) for various " parameters are
plotted in Fig. 6, where each power spectrum has already
included the amplitude of the vacuum inflationary pertur-
bation as predicted in a standard slow-roll inflation, which
is given by H4="4#2 _$2#. Note that we have adjusted the
value of the initial $0 in each case such that the duration of
inflation is 64 e-foldings. In general, the results in the

figure are consistent with the large coupling approximation
for !2

% (22). The effect of the backreaction can modify
drastically the power spectra found in Ref. [12] near the end
of inflation. The dashed line in Fig. 6 is the upper bound on
the power spectrum coming from the nondetection of
primordial black holes (referring to Fig. 5 of Ref. [12]
and noting that the bound ends at about N $ 54). We find
that the black hole bound constrains " < 20, which is
consistent with, though slightly tighter than, the findings in
Refs. [12,13]. For " > 20, the power spectra show promi-
nent peaks that exceed the black hole bound. Interestingly,
we observe that near the end of inflation all power spectra
show high spikes that seem to be beyond the black hole
bound when presumably extrapolated to N > 54. Note that
in some of the curves the power spectrum spikes above
unity and is cut off there. We warn that in the present
consideration the power spectrum is no longer valid when

FIG. 3. Evolution of $ as a function of the e-folding N in the
case with " $ 32. The solid line does take the backreaction into
account, while the dashed line does not.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the Hubble parameter H in the case
with " $ 32. The solid line does take the backreaction into
account, while the dashed line does not.

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the parameter ! in Eq. (13) in the case
with " $ 32.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the inflaton mean field $ and its
velocity _$, with the initial $0 $ !14.15, _$0 $ 6 ! 10!6, and the
coupling constant " $ 32. This case corresponds to ! $ 2.2 in
the beginning of inflation (N $ 0). The solid line does take the
backreaction into account, while the dashed line does not.
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The energy constraint

temperature of the gauge quanta in Eq. (26) from the
beginning of inflation to the time of reheating. Apparently,
a higher value of the coupling constant ! would lead to a
higher reheating temperature. In the case of ! ! 32,
because of a strong backreaction, in general _" is smaller
than that in the standard slow-roll inflation, thus resulting in
a longer duration of inflation. There is not a preheating
phase; namely, " gradually reduces to zero, rather than
undergoing a period of field oscillations. For small cou-
pling constants with ! < 1.45, the backreaction is no
longer important because of the small growth of gauge
mode functions for all k’s. In these cases, to evaluate the k
integration in Eq. (14), we can approximate the mode
functions by their initial amplitudes, A" ! 1=

!!!!!
2k

p
and

A0
" !

!!!!!!!!
k=2

p
, and integrate over the range 0 < k < 2#aH.

Hence, we obtain h~E2 # ~B2i=2 ! 2#4H4=$2. Then, the
reheating temperature can be estimated by

Tre ! 0.14! _"=f ! 0.84 ! 10"6!: $28%

This is consistent with the numerical calculations of the
reheating temperatures for ! < 1.45 in Fig. 7. Note that
the production of the gauge quanta during inflation can
sustain a nearly steady temperature (28) which is much
higher than the perturbative reheating temperature (27).
The pseudoscalar inflation with an axion-photon-like
coupling is a concrete example that realizes the idea of
the existence of a thermal bath during inflation in the
so-called warm inflation [23]. In most warm inflation
models, an ad hoc frictional term (! _%) reflecting the
decay of the inflaton is added to the inflaton equation of
motion, and the reheating process is through the pertur-
bative decay of inflatons. On the other hand, one can find
some effort to derive the frictional term from first
principles in Ref. [24]
In the present work, we have solved the coupled differ-

ential equations numerically with backreaction included
self-consistently. Our numerical method is quite similar to
that adopted in a previous paper that considered the same
axion inflation model but in a different context of magneto-
genesis [21]. In the paper, the authors pointed out that for
strong couplings the generation of inflaton fluctuations &%
by the gauge quanta would become too large to invalidate
the linear approximation, and therefore they put forth a
consistency condition for linearity, m2h&%2i < '", where
'" ! _"2=2# V$"% is the inflaton energy density. Hence,
they found that ! < 8.4 and that for larger ! the nonlinear
coupling between &% and the gauge quanta would require
performing full lattice simulations.
However, in Ref. [21], the inflaton perturbation equation

used to calculate the inflaton fluctuations sourced by the
gauge quanta does not include a dissipation term. This
dissipation term becomes significant in the strong coupling
regime, as we have discussed in Sec. II B. When ! becomes
large, the inflaton fluctuations &% in Eq. (18) are damped
by dissipation, and their variance is given by h&%2i !

f2=$$!%2 as shown in Eq. (22). Moreover, the inflaton
fluctuations are sourced by the gauge quanta that come
from the inflaton energy. Therefore, we propose to improve
the consistency condition to m2h&%2i < 'tot, where 'tot !
3M2

pH2 is the total energy density. Let us denote the energy

density of gauge quanta by 'EM ! h~E2 # ~B2i=2. Then, we
have 'tot ! '" # 'EM. During inflation, 'tot " '", and the
condition is reduced to m2h&%2i < '". During reheating,
&% can be generated by the gauge quanta even though
'" # 'EM, and the condition becomes m2h&%2i < 'EM.
Now, we compare our numerical results with the lattice

simulations made in Ref. [19]. Figure 8 shows the time
evolution of the ratio 'EM='tot from the onset of inflation
to the end of reheating for a wide range of values for !.
Note that inflation ends at ( ! 0 when t ! tend. Also,
before inflation, the time is reckoned by e-foldings
"N ! N " N$tend%, and after inflation it is conformal time
defined by ( !

R
t
tend

dt0=a$t0% with rescaled a$tend% ! 1. In
Ref. [19], the authors simulated the preheating and
reheating processes by tracing the evolution of 'EM='tot
with time after the end of inflation (( > 0) for ! ranging
from 7 to 13. We compare our results for the ratios to those
in Ref. [19] with the common input parameters and the
same time ranges. We find that overall the two results agree
with each other quite well, while there are differences in
detailed substructures. Here, we are mainly concerned with
the inflaton dynamics as well as the gauge particle
production near the end of inflation. It is worth it to
further scrutinize the preheating and reheating processes
and compare the two methods in more details. In the
present work, we have first explored the large coupling
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FIG. 8. Time evolution of the ratio of the energy density of
gauge quanta, 'EM ! h~E2 # ~B2i=2, and the total energy density,
'tot ! 3M2

pH2. Inflation ends at "N ! 0 or ( ! 0. Before
inflation, the time is reckoned by how many e-foldings there
are prior to the end of inflation. After inflation, the scale factor is
rescaled to unity, and the conformal time ( is in units of m"1. The
lines shown in the figure, in order from bottom to top, are for
! ! 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 16, 23, 32, respectively.
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Implications 1. Realization of 
warm inflation

its value becomes near unity. In this situation, one must take
into account the effects of gravitation, which could pre-
sumably dampen the spikes to a consistent level [21].
However, the occurrence of these density spikes suggests
that primordial black holes are likely to be formed at high-
density regions near the end of inflation. If so, a more
stringent bound on the value of ! can be derived. However,
more studies about the formation of black holes at the
density spikes in the present consideration are needed to
confirm this suggestion.
In Fig. 2, the dashed line is the result without the

backreaction. When the term !!=f"h~E · ~Bi on the right-
hand side of Eq. (16) is negligible, !"! 0. The slow-roll
condition that _" keeps steady until the end of inflation is
satisfied. Because the initial conditions are "0 < 0 and
_"0 > 0, the backreaction !!=f"h~E · ~Bi < 0. The backreac-
tion kicks in when either one of A#!k" grows exponentially
for k satisfying the growth condition k < a _"!=f. Once the
backreaction starts to affect the motion of the inflaton, the
inflaton decelerates, i.e. !" < 0. Consequently, _" is reduced,
and therefore the largest growing mode of A#!k" in the
backreaction stops growing. Then, the backreaction
!!=f"h~E · ~Bi of the produced gauge quanta will be red-
shifted as a!4, thus allowing _" to build up itself and letting
more k modes grow exponentially in the backreaction to
affect the inflaton motion again. Since the backreaction
effect of the gauge modes is not immediate, even if a mode
starts to affect the inflaton motion, the k value of the mode
could be much smaller than the growth threshold, a _"!=f. It
will then keep exponentially growing until _" is reduced
below the growth condition. As such, there occurs a delay

on the response of the backreaction to _". This explains why
the power spectra show spikes in Fig. 6.
Now, we consider the reheating temperature of the

pseudoscalar inflation. The coupling (1) implies that an
inflaton would decay into two gauge bosons. The pertur-
bative decay rate, i.e. when the mean field " $ 0 or the
background is the ground state, is given by [22]

! $ !2m3

64#f2
: !25"

When the inflaton condensate decays, the Universe is
reheated with the gauge quanta. The gauge quanta may
not be thermalized; however, we treat them as a thermal
bath with a temperature defined by

1

2
h~E2 % ~B2i" #2

30
geffT4; !26"

where geff is the number of effectively relativistic degrees
of freedom at the time of reheating. Here, we assume
geff $ 106.75. This perturbative reheating temperature can
be estimated by comparing the decay rate with the Hubble
rate, ! " 3H:

Tper "
!
8#

!
10

geff

"
1=4

!
m
Mp

"
3=2

!
Mp

f

"
Mp " 4.42 ! 10!10!:

!27"

However, the spinoidal instability of the gauge field in the
presence of the background inflaton mean field may lead
to a striking reheating process. Figure 7 shows the

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the power spectra in Eq. (21) during
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FIG. 7. Time evolution of the gauge quanta temperature T
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black dot denotes the beginning of the radiation-dominated era,
after which T # a!1.
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its value becomes near unity. In this situation, one must take
into account the effects of gravitation, which could pre-
sumably dampen the spikes to a consistent level [21].
However, the occurrence of these density spikes suggests
that primordial black holes are likely to be formed at high-
density regions near the end of inflation. If so, a more
stringent bound on the value of ! can be derived. However,
more studies about the formation of black holes at the
density spikes in the present consideration are needed to
confirm this suggestion.
In Fig. 2, the dashed line is the result without the

backreaction. When the term !!=f"h~E · ~Bi on the right-
hand side of Eq. (16) is negligible, !"! 0. The slow-roll
condition that _" keeps steady until the end of inflation is
satisfied. Because the initial conditions are "0 < 0 and
_"0 > 0, the backreaction !!=f"h~E · ~Bi < 0. The backreac-
tion kicks in when either one of A#!k" grows exponentially
for k satisfying the growth condition k < a _"!=f. Once the
backreaction starts to affect the motion of the inflaton, the
inflaton decelerates, i.e. !" < 0. Consequently, _" is reduced,
and therefore the largest growing mode of A#!k" in the
backreaction stops growing. Then, the backreaction
!!=f"h~E · ~Bi of the produced gauge quanta will be red-
shifted as a!4, thus allowing _" to build up itself and letting
more k modes grow exponentially in the backreaction to
affect the inflaton motion again. Since the backreaction
effect of the gauge modes is not immediate, even if a mode
starts to affect the inflaton motion, the k value of the mode
could be much smaller than the growth threshold, a _"!=f. It
will then keep exponentially growing until _" is reduced
below the growth condition. As such, there occurs a delay

on the response of the backreaction to _". This explains why
the power spectra show spikes in Fig. 6.
Now, we consider the reheating temperature of the

pseudoscalar inflation. The coupling (1) implies that an
inflaton would decay into two gauge bosons. The pertur-
bative decay rate, i.e. when the mean field " $ 0 or the
background is the ground state, is given by [22]

! $ !2m3

64#f2
: !25"

When the inflaton condensate decays, the Universe is
reheated with the gauge quanta. The gauge quanta may
not be thermalized; however, we treat them as a thermal
bath with a temperature defined by
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where geff is the number of effectively relativistic degrees
of freedom at the time of reheating. Here, we assume
geff $ 106.75. This perturbative reheating temperature can
be estimated by comparing the decay rate with the Hubble
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Large back reactions
heat up the Early Uni-
verse without involving
a post-inflationary
reheating stage!
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Figure 4. Solid line is the total power spectrum of the curvature perturbation. The contribution
induced by photon production is denoted by the dotted line and the vacuum contribution by the
dashed line. The e-folding N denotes the time when the k-mode leaves the horizon. The primordial
black hole bound is the short-dashed line.

chaotic inflation [35]. As in standard slow-roll inflation, the power spectrum of the curva-

ture perturbation is dominated by vacuum fluctuations, being consistent with the amplitude

!2
! ! 2" 10!9 at large scales measured by Planck mission [36]. The slow-roll parameters,

! # $(dH/dt)/H2 and " # (d2#/dt2)/(Hd#/dt), are at a level of 0.01$ 0.03 in the first 10

e-foldings, as shown in figure 3. The predicted spectral index of the curvature perturbation

power spectrum is then given by ns ! 1$6!+2", which is consistent with the Planck mea-

surement, ns ! 0.97 [36]. This can also be seen as a red-tilted power spectrum in figure 4.

When the inflaton enters the steeper slope of the well, its speed increases and so does $.

This results in a huge production of photons and a largely induced inflaton fluctuations at

N ! 40. Meanwhile, the backreaction due to the photon production slows down the inflaton

motion; in particular, it drags the inflaton at # ! $5 for about 20 e-foldings and thus

prolongs the duration of inflation. Near the end of inflation, the inflaton speeds up again

and hence produces a large amount of photons and inflaton fluctuations. Finally, inflation

ends up with a rather complicated dissipation-fluctuation process. However, because of

the strong backreaction to the inflaton motion, the inflaton gradually reduces to zero field

value and inflation ends gracefully without undergoing preheating or typical perturbative

reheating. During the full course of a hybrid type of slow-roll and trapped inflation, the

vacuum energy is being drained by the production of photons and converted into radiation.

Interestingly, for a su"ciently large coupling %, the production of photons can sustain a

nearly steady thermal bath during inflation and exhaust the vacuum energy to end the

inflation gracefully [16].

Now we turn to the production of PBHs. In eq. (2), by taking H = 5.5 " 10!6,

MBH ! 5" 10!33e2NM" ! 10e2Ng. In figure 4, the short-dashed line is the upper bound

on the power spectrum coming from the non-detection of PBHs [15]. Note that the bound

ends at N ! 8, corresponding to MBH ! 108g, because the constraints on the PBH mass

MBH < 108g are strongly model dependent. The power spectrum induced by the photon

production shows a prominent peak at around N = 40 that saturates the PBH bound at

N ! 38.5, so PBHs of mass about 14M" can be significantly formed, with the black hole

– 6 –
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Consider the action including dilaton EM such that

S =
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An inflationary dilaton PMF
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The energy density of the produced EM fields is determined by
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and the magnetic energy density of the PMF is governed by

⇢B =
I
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Employing I (' (t)) = exp(b'2/M2
p ), the equation of motion for

the mode function becomes
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I b < 0 for strong coupling cases

I b > 0 for weak coupling cases
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The Higgs potential
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Higgs inflation with backactions
Taking into account the back reaction given rise by the produc-
tion of gauge quanta, the background dynamics is governed by
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<latexit sha1_base64="ftuDLStE+N7dspnbsfg5daLm+PU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftuDLStE+N7dspnbsfg5daLm+PU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftuDLStE+N7dspnbsfg5daLm+PU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ftuDLStE+N7dspnbsfg5daLm+PU=">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</latexit>
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An inflationary dilaton PMF
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w/o back actions

<latexit sha1_base64="gXWYXaMxgKEWrtdG1XeQsrJBGkw=">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</latexit>

w. back actions

<latexit sha1_base64="1fXMFC5SPDfmj49MDIbQtf28Ly4=">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</latexit>

b = 20
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With back reactions, a strong enough PMF at a proper scale
can be achieved without violating the energy constraint!
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Summary
• Contrary to the conventional wisdom, it seems possible to

generate a large enough PMF through the coupling of the

EM field to the inflaton provided that a fast-roll stage is in-

volved. However, due to the energy constraint, this scenario

may not work.

• Though it seems rather contrived, the dilator-axion mag-

netogensesis works well provided that the time dependent

coupling J(a) would postpone the growth of magnetic fields

to a later stage of inflation.

• The inflationary magnetogenesis looks very promising when

the back reaction is taken into account. We are working to

refine our numerical scheme and to increase the ratio r to

fit the new observational constraint reported in literature.
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